CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Knowledge about the history of Indonesia inside Indonesia State education is limited to the histories in general discussion. Discussion of the history theses is in schools more obtained through two sources, namely from the history books on the market that is where the discussion of the history is still less extensive and also of the website on the internet in which tells the history of the many versions of the story thus making people less interested in reading. The Indonesia history nowadays more discuss about the history inside java island while much of history outside of java island still unrecognized by Indonesia people, this is because the state of Indonesia is rich in ethnicity, culture, customs, and history.

Within the scop of history that exist today, many people who only know the history in the area where they live. Indonesia is an archipelago country that has not been said widely, both in education and in the society one of the example such as the history of north Maluku, which has an interesting history to be discussed.

This web program is designed specifically to introduce about historical structur in north Maluku. Many of northern Maluku history that Indonesia society have not know and not much discussed in the world of education, the development of history in north Maluku know only by the local society hence made a northern Maluku historical structure web in purpose to made people easily know about the history north Maluku.

1.2 Scope

1. Introduce about history of Kesultanan North Maluku using web.

2. Arranged historical characteristics of Kesultanan North Maluku using web.
1.3 **Objective**

1. Provides an introduction about history of Kesultanan North Maluku.

2. Showing the diversity of ethnicity, culture, indigenous, and language which contained in the Kesultanan North Maluku.